
Working together
You have a choice when it comes to choosing a partner for your group benefits provider  
and we are glad you’ve selected us. Our partnership with you is important to us and we  
want to ensure we provide you with excellent service and care.

Commitment to service and support 
At the core of our group benefits program is our commitment to client service. As a provider  
we are flexible, viewing all our clients as individuals, unique in character, membership and  
benefit requirements. Our employees are fully engaged, participating in ongoing education  
programs and dedicated to maintaining high service standards in all of our interactions 
with you.  

We also want to make sure we are easy to do business with. We are committed to advancing  
and investing in our technology to provide integrated support that provides the foundation for  
an exceptional program.

Providing comprehensive support to you is important to us, so that you have the tools you  
need to be successful. Ensuring your needs are served and your plan expectations are met 
are critical factors to making our partnership a success.

Product offerings that grow with you
We offer unique products and services and we also want to grow with your needs. When you  
are ready, we can talk about our comprehensive suite of cost-effective group insurance solutions. 

Partner with us
The Co-operators is committed to 
providing excellent client service.  
We have invested in technology  
and made it easy for you to partner 
with us. In this issue, we provide  
tips to keep your plans fraud free  
and we discuss our new Out of 
Country brochure. 

Look inside for a new claim form  
that will alleviate the time physicians 
spend on paperwork, as well as hints 
about when to apply for claims. We talk 
about ways that you can reduce paper 
usage. When you provide us with your  
email, we can send you information 
quickly, without wasting paper.

We also want to introduce you to 
another one of our valuable employees 
and give you a behind the scenes look 
at what a Group Benefits Regulatory 
Analyst does.
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“ We are committed to advancing and  
investing in our technology to provide  
integrated support that provides the  
foundation for an exceptional program.”



Short term disability claims  
forms made easy   
Your plan members will run into fewer obstacles when submitting a claim because 
The Co-operators and other insurers across the industry are now using a standard 
form to collect medical information relevant to the adjudication of disability claims. 
Physicians won’t have to waste time deciphering different styles of claim forms.

Physicians had limited familiarity to the multiple versions of forms in the industry.  
The Canadian Medical Association has endorsed the use of a single form and has 
proposed that it will reduce the administrative burden so that physicians can spend 
more time with patients and less time on paperwork.

We have added The Co-operators logo on our version of this form, which you can  
now find on our website under Application for Short Term Disability Benefits 
— Physician Statement.

The Co-operators: investing in technology 
We are committed to ongoing technology revitalization and renewal. A key component in our technology revitalization program is Compass, 
our new state-of-the-art, web-enabled administration system. We look forward to delivering an enhanced level of service to you in 2011. 

We are making it easier to do business with us. Here are some of the features and benefits offered by Compass:

Benefits NowTM for Plan Sponsors
Benefits Now for Plan Sponsors is The Co-operators enhanced, user-friendly, Internet-based online administration tool. Benefits Now has 
an intuitive enrolment process. The directions are quick and easy for you to follow. You can add members in real time and you will receive  
immediate feedback. You can be assured that we will notify you of any errors or omissions with the enrolment.

Billing functionality
You will enjoy the added feature of Compass calculating the premium splits between the employer/employee. There are new sorting options 
as well as a variety of new summary reports available at your fingertips.  

Co-branding opportunities
With Compass, you have the opportunity to co-brand your billing statements and plan member ID cards by adding your company logo.  
As always, you can co-brand the welcome screen of Benefits Now™ for Plan Members, formerly Plan Member Online Services.

We will be sending you information specific to your group which will let you know when you will have access to the new features available to 
your group. Stay tuned for further information on our technology services.

Go paperless: send us  
your email address   
At The Co-operators, we’re committed to  
sustainability and reducing our carbon footprint.  
To achieve success, our staff has reduced its paper 
consumption by swapping printed materials for 
electronic files and moving toward environmentally 
sustainable options. We’re also pursuing business 
opportunities related to climate change and asking 
our partners and members to do their part and go 
green, too. These actions are all part of our 2010 
sustainability initiative to mitigate climate change 
risks to our planet and our business.

Ready to help us reduce paper and decrease your 
own carbon footprint? Encourage your members  
to submit applicable claims electronically and  
to choose our paperless options for payments  
and explanations of benefits. They’ll save time  
and avoid mail delays. 

For this, as well as other communications to  
come to you electronically, send an email to  
Group_client_services@cooperators.ca with  
your updated email address and we will update  
your information.

Look for updates on the 2011 program  
and information about the remarkable  
things our alumni have accomplished at  
www.impactyouthsustainability.ca. 

Reduce, reuse and recycle!



Meet Michelle Williams 

Michelle Williams, our group benefits and regulatory analyst, knows first hand that  
group benefit legislation and regulations are part of an exciting, transformative  
industry. By being proactive and researching legislative changes, she’s able to  
keep her colleagues and partners in the loop so they have the most up-to-date  
information available. When Michelle finds information that is relevant to you,  
she works to ensure that you are also informed.

“There’s an immense amount of industry and legislative information out there  
and it would be impossible for everyone in the company to keep up with all of it,”  
says Michelle. “I like sifting through all the information, extracting what is relevant  
to our company and delivering it in a concise and meaningful way.”

In her current role since September 2010, Michelle has amassed an incredible  
amount of benefits experience and knowledge throughout her career. She has  
held positions as a Senior Group Benefits Underwriter, Premium Administrator,  
Third Party Administrator Specialist and Administrative Services Only Specialist. 

Now Michelle is looking forward to building on her online and internal information  
network and evolving as the business and industry continues to change. 

“The more connected we are to what is happening in our industry, the more  
empowered we are as an organization to deliver value added products and  
services to our clients,” she says.

The cost of fraud:  
we all pay 
It is an unfortunate reality that some  
people look for ways to exploit our plans,  
but The Co-operators is committed to putting  
measures in place to prevent it. 

We have controls in place and trained staff  
dedicated to detecting fraudulent claims and  
preventing future losses so we can keep plan  
costs down. We regularly enhance our programs  
and technology and develop new measures  
to detect unusual patterns. Our staff members  
will pursue action as required with law  
enforcement agencies and regulatory bodies.

Suspicious claims are investigated before they  
are paid and before they cost your plan money.

We can use your help, too!  Keep the following  
in mind to help safeguard your plan:

 >  Support plan member education  
regarding suspicious activities

 >  Understand the need for  
claims audits

 >  Refer tips or information about  
suspected fraud to The Co-operators

 >  Treat health care fraud as  
a serious matter

 >  Plan design options can help  
prevent fraud

We are committed to ensuring that your employee 
benefit plan is used appropriately so that it can  
continue to do what it was designed to do:  
provide coverage to support the health and  
well being of plan members and their families.

“ Our staff members will pursue 
action as required with law  
enforcement agencies and  
regulatory bodies.”
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New emergency out of country brochure 
Traveling within Canada or to another country? It’s important to be prepared for unexpected 
medical emergencies and have Emergency Out of Country coverage information right at  
your fingertips. 

The Co-operators is now offering a passport-sized, printable Emergency Out of Country  
brochure that’s perfect for slipping into baggage before heading out the door. The new  
brochure defines medical emergencies, coverage, what to do if a medical emergency  
occurs and how to submit a claim. There are even two wallet sized cards that can be cut  
out for your convenience. The brochure is not only helpful in times of distress, but also  
offers easy access to the information you need, when you need it. 

Whether traveling for business, vacation or to study, Emergency Out of Country coverage  
offers worry-free travel.

 >  Your provincial health care plan covers you only to a certain extent when  
you travel outside Canada. Emergency Out of Country coverage takes care  
of certain medical expenses beyond your province’s plan. 

 >  Need to know where to find a medical service provider? Call the number on  
the brochure before seeking medical treatment. Help is available 24 hours  
a day, seven days a week, through the travel assist provider. 

 >  We keep track of your care and service and inform you, your family,  
your attending doctor and your doctor in Canada of your ongoing progress. 

 >  The travel assist provider will coordinate, where appropriate, payment of  
the claim on your behalf with your government health insurance plan and  
The Co-operators. 

Always check your employee benefit booklet to find out all of the details of what your  
plan covers before you leave on your trip.

To receive copies of the new Out of Country brochure for your plan members,  
contact your Benefits Advisor today.

Apply for continued benefits 
For many people, leaving a job means leaving their group benefit coverage behind. ContinYou™ 
provides guaranteed individual health and dental coverage to plan members previously covered  
under a group plan with The Co-operators if they apply within 60 days of termination. 

Life benefits can also be continued through an individual plan at The Co-operators, but must be  
applied for within 31 days of termination.

To learn more about continuing your benefits, contact your Group Business Development Manager today. 


